An assessment on preparedness of students of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences in terms of participation in electronic learning system
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Abstract

**Background:** The aim of this study was to determine the readiness of students to participate in the E-learning is the University of Medical Sciences.

**Method:** The study was a descriptive survey and data gathering tool is a questionnaire. Of the total study population, 351 people were selected to sampling and 360 questionnaires were distributed among them. Finally, 360 questionnaires were analyzed. Student readiness for e-learning was measured using standard questionnaires. The statistical analysis used in this research is descriptive and inferential statistics (frequency tables, bar charts, and the mean and standard deviation, one-sample chi-square test, Kruskal-Wallis test was U. SPSS software was used to calculate the necessary data is.

**Results:** The findings of the study, University of Medical Sciences is prepared to participate in e-learning are moderate.

**Conclusion:** The analysis of the results showed that the preparation of undergraduate and postgraduate students in e-learning is significant, but the rest of the questions (the difference between the level of preparedness of students according to their gender and school) significant difference there. The results showed that the University of Medical Sciences in terms of access to technology and participation in e-learning are at the level of vigilance. The proposal to improve the readiness of students to participate in e-learning is presented.
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Introduction

Access and control over information and communication technology and taking its advantage in the strategic and important field of education are considered as an important component of power in present age that should not be neglected [1].

Increasing development of the technology—particularly information technology—has caused lots of changes in e-learning field while such factors as decreased training costs, ease of participating in virtual classes, a variety of courses, decreased traffic costs and great flexibility of Electronic Learning have not been ineffective in expansion of this technology. It also has given rise to some fundamental changes in public perception towards development and it has been so effective that nowadays information technology is considered as a national development core in diverse countries. Training and learning are the livelong processes for permanent enrichment of knowledge and expertise, the best way of characterization of learners and making better relations among individuals, groups and nations [2 and 3]. The countries the US, Canada, the UK, Australia and China are the pioneers in E-Learning employment at medical education area. In American medical sciences universities such as Harvard, Columbia, Boston and Michigan, medical courses (mostly basic sciences) are held online. In Manchester and Sheffield Universities of Britain and Chinese Medical Sciences Universities, lots of effective actions have been made in this regard [4].

E-Learning is a newborn industry in Iranian educational technology and distance learning. However, educational centers and institutions—particularly universities—try their best to present a suitable pattern for Iranian educational and cultural structure in E-Learning field. In addition to the advantages inherently offered by E-Learning, one of the important causes for necessity of organizing Iranian e-learning centers and institutions is the increasing educational demand particularly higher education. Nevertheless, it has become a specific social issue according to limited educational resources and capacity in current system. Therefore, since the number of applicants for higher education has increased and present in-person courses are not sufficient and also a major part of the applicants is composed of the employed experts with social and familial responsibilities so they are not able to attend in-person courses as full-time students, the traditional training methods will be no more accountable for the great demand of education [5]. Therefore, higher education as the most important educational entity has suggested e-learning (not low level but deep and livelong) and virtual university as an alternative or supplement for traditional learning [6 & 7]. Currently, e-learning courses compose an important part of higher education and plenty of universities, institutions and educational organizations are rapidly developing and implementing this training means [8]. This means is one of the ways to make higher education more pervasive and developed [9]. Although e-learning is still rapidly growing, it is still in initial stages of development [10].

Nonetheless, medical sciences universities and colleges are not excluded from these changes and revolutions and they therefore must coordinate themselves with such huge changes. Medical sciences universities and colleges entire the world tries to make optimal e-learning methods in medical education field, realizing these changes and revolutions. In doing so, online training, video conference and telemedicine have been welcomed in recent years [11]. For e-learning development, the technology is seen as a vital factor in most of papers. This factor includes having infrastructure, network, software and hardware [12]. Doctors.net.uk (as the largest independent network of physicians in the United Kingdom) was awarded in 2008 as the best e-learning institution in health department. Their e-learning service has been launched since 1998 and the courses are often held online along with discussion and self-learning groups. The curriculums are implemented as the case-patient.
relation between each curriculum and associated websites, magazines and inline resources and databases is well-drawn and a space is considered for users to store of medical documents (images and so on) [13].

The excellence of e-learning as a method for learning is well-logged in education. Despite this dominance and superiority of e-learning in the educational environment, the learner’s preparedness for such a new environment is seldom evaluated [14]. However, according to growth and expansion of e-learning, students’ preparedness is necessary to be realized and evaluated as the success predictor in online curriculums [15] and effective expansion of e-learning will not be successful without attention to preparedness and attitude of users, students and scholars for this technology [16]. Therefore, what should be paid into attention prior to implementation of e-learning system is that organizations need to pass a process which assures electronic implementation success before launching e-learning project and investment on it. This process is to study preparedness for e-learning implementation [17 and 18]. Several studies have shown that students need a certain degree of self-discipline, self-direction and personal initiative for success in e-learning [19].

According to above mentioned text and also since human resources preparedness to enter e-learning field is one of the most important factors which can play a determinant role in e-learning success/failure [20, 21 and 22] and expansion of e-learning will not be successful without attention to preparedness and attitude of users, students and scholars, therefore their participation preparedness is required to be studied in e-learning system before implementation of such a system. In this regard, according to fundamental role of students in educational systems, the necessity of this group’s preparedness to employ e-learning is clarified.

Methods
The research is an analytical survey that was conducted on a sample of students of Hamadan University of Medical Science in the second semester of 2014-1015 where Morgan's sampling formula was used.

The statistical universe includes all students studying in Hamadan University of Medical Sciences from the college’s medicine, health, nursing, pharmacy and allied health. According to the collected statistics and information from educational deputy, the total number of students was 3,615 during the research. The study was conducted in in Hamadan University of Medical Sciences in March 2015. Morgan's sampling formula was used to obtain sample volume. The minimum sample size is 351. A standard questionnaire was used to measure students’ e-learning needs which were used formerly in similar studies. The validity and reliability of the questionnaire was approved by the researchers.

This questionnaire had 26 questions provided by five-point Likert scale and consisted of two categories of the questions.

The category 1 is associated with properties of statistical sample including gender, educational group, level of education and college and the category 2 offers the questions concerned with students’ preparedness level to participate in e-learning which consists of 6 factors: access to technology (questions 1-3), online skills and communications (questions 4-12), incentive (questions 13-15), learning ability through medias (questions 16-18), internet group chats (questions 19-21), important means for success in e-learning (questions 22-26). Five-point Likert scale was used for scoring- i.e. strongly disagree to strongly agree range for which the scores 1-5 were considered, respectively. The statistical methods included ratio test of a society, t-student test of a society, t-student 2 test of an independent society, mean values
comparison on few independent societies (one-way ANOVA) and Shapiro-Wilk statistic which was conducted by the software SPSS.

Results

The findings on the first question (How prepared are the students of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences to participate in e-learning?) showed that the minimum, maximum and mean possible score for preparedness of students of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences were 23, 115 and 69, respectively, then if mean score gets greater than 69, preparedness of students of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences can be mentioned to be higher than average.

In the similar studies conducted by Kaur and Abbas [23] in Malaysian University, the findings showed that the studied learners are in average level for e-learning and also their technological preparedness is in a high degree compared to cultural and scientific preparedness. Karimi [24] also qualitatively evaluates and analyzes e-learning capacities in Iranian higher education system. In terms of preparedness for e-learning, his findings indicate that most of students, professors and managers are in the levels average, good and average, respectively. Also, there is a significant difference between students, professors and planners in terms of preparedness.

The assessment on the second question (do the students of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences have e-learning preparedness in terms of access to required technology, online skills and communications, incentives, the ability to learn through media, the skills for group chats and important issues for success in e-learning?) indicated that it is higher than average in terms of access to technology, it is lower than average in terms of online skills and communications as well as incentives, the ability to learn through media, the skills for group chats, and important issues for success in e-learning and generally preparedness can be argued to be lower than average level. In a study entitled “Preparedness of Urmia University Students to participate e-learning system” Maleki et al., [25] evaluated the students preparedness in an average level and concluded that the students are in the level not-prepared in terms of access to required technology and incentives to participate in e-learning. The results of this study are in line with those of above-mentioned study. HosseinAli [26] analyzed preparedness of Egyptian Tourism College students and the results showed low and improper preparedness of students in that college.

In reply to the third question (Is e-learning preparedness of the students of different fields in Hamadan University of Medical Sciences different?), it was found that mean preparedness of the students in different fields are not same so that the highest and lowest preparedness were gained by Midwifery and Health Education students, respectively. Similar studies were carried out by Maleki et al., [25] who found no significant difference in this regard.

Findings on the fourth question (Is e-learning preparedness of the students of different grades in Hamadan University of Medical Sciences different?) showed that mean preparedness of students in different grades are not the same so that the highest and lowest preparedness are for bachelor and PhD grades. In similar studies by Maleki et al [25] in Urmia University, the master students have the highest preparedness which is due to higher usage of these students from such means as PC and internet to do the researches.

In reply to the fifth question (Is e-learning preparedness of the students of different genders in Hamadan University of Medical Sciences different?), it was found that mean preparedness of the male and female students are somewhat same, in other words, gender had no significant impact on students’ e-learning preparedness. Similar studies were carried out by Maleki et al., [25] who found no significant difference in terms of gender.
Discussion
Present study aimed to specify preparedness of students of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences to participate in e-learning system. In doing so, such factors as access to technology, online skills and communications, incentives, the ability to learn through media, the skills for group chats and important issues for success in e-learning were analyzed.

According to findings of this study, students of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences are in moderate level of preparedness to participate in e-learning system. Therefore, it can be found that, in order to set up e-learning in Hamadan University of Medical Sciences and thereby providing the means for the first factor access to technology, these facilities and actions are required to be provided: high-speed internet, hardware and software associated with means of learning about the implementation of e-learning at Hamadan University of Medical Sciences.

Regarding the second effective factor in e-learning, mainly online skills and communication, empowerment of students and professors in electronic interactions should be taken into consideration. In addition, in order to implement this system, a powerful technical team which is in charge of e-learning support should follow up the affairs associated with e-learning.

Concerning the factor incentives, the students’ interest, belief and real desire towards e-learning should be made and this is feasible through designing such plans as training workshops and e-learning courses so the students can experience these courses and get familiar with real advantages of e-learning.

On the fourth effective factor (i.e. learning through media), the students’ ability to make communication with video clips content, online information and books, the ability to note while watching a computer video, and the ability to realize course content which is played through video should be of high importance. Therefore, prior to implementation of e-learning, the required trainings should be held to improve this ability among the students.

Regarding the factor group chats which is one of the effective issues in e-learning success, the existing weaknesses on internet interaction should be eliminated by empowerment and training for students.

Regarding the last factor (i.e. important issues for success in e-learning), in addition to learners; preparedness, these factors also should be taken into consideration: powerful technical support, useful curriculums design, e-learning resources and materials preparation, holding the supplementary courses along with in-person and face-to-face training courses in order to get familiar with advantages of e-learning.

The results from other questions indicated no significant difference between genders but master students had higher preparedness for e-learning.

The results from this study showed that the students of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences have a preparedness of lower than average to participate e-learning system and plenty of aspects should be considered in order to implement e-learning system. Therefore, just one study will not be sufficient and thereby infrastructural and technological factors such as faculty members and university administrators should be paid into attention for the next studies.

Conclusion
The students of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences are not-prepared in terms of access to required technology and participation in e-learning system.
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